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Abstract: String-wood feedback in electrics string instruments. Aim of this paper is experiment which shows 
possibilities of string-wood feedback and its effects to pickup signal. Results shows that pickup signal depends 
entirely from string vibration that can be affected by wood in feedback. Pickup vibrations fixed on solid body 
generates too low, no significant signal. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wood influence on the electric string instruments sound (sound timbre) is the subject 
inducing many contradictions in world of musician and producers of this type instruments. 
One group believes wood not effect on the timbre of sound, other believe it does. It is worth 
mentioning, than even small influence of wood can gives big difference of finally signal 
(strengthened by characteristic of pickup, amplifier or effects). As so far, the problem remains 
open. 

The sound of electric string instruments (for example electric guitars or basses) is 
generated - in most cases - by the electromagnetic pickup (Ban 2010, Lähdevaara 2014, 
Rossing 2010). In this case, generated signal depend only from the metal string vibrations. 
The wood can effect on sound only in string-wood feedback. But there is second option. The 
vibrating body of instruments causes pickup vibrating which is fixed on it. So vibrating 
pickup can generate signal that depends from vibrating body independence to vibrating 
strings. Although vibration of body are not so big like neck, but they still are (Fleischer 1999). 
It is so, the wood can affect to instrument sound in both options: string-wood feedback and 
directly from body vibrations. Second option will strongly depends from electric guitar solid 
body material, it`s shape, thickness and how pickup is fixed. Aim of this study is to examine 
second option.  
 
METHOD 

To carry out the experiment special test stand was designed (Figure 1). Two planks of 
ash wood were used. On the first plank (A) with dimensions 700x70x16 one string was 
mounted. Plank was located freely on acoustic foam. Task of this string is not to vibrate, just 
be located motionless in electromagnetic pickup field. In order to verify that plank does not 
vibrates, piezoelectric pickup was mounted. Second plank (B) with dimension 700x100x16 
mm was used in two variants: in first only electromagnetic pickup was mounted, on second 
also string was mounted. That distance between electromagnetic pickup and bridge on which 
string was mounted was 50 mm, simulates guitar distance.  
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Figure 1. Test stand scheme. Non vibrating plank (A) with string (3) and piezo (5) mounted with string (3) 
mounted by the tuner (1) and bridge (2) located freely on acoustic foam (6). Second, vibrating  plank (B) with 
additional electromagnetic pickup (4) mounted. 
 

Both planks were attached independently to different stands (in order to avoid 
vibration transmission). The distance between the string and the transmitter was 2 mm. String 
never touch pickup, even during strong vibration.  

Second plank was induced to vibrate in two options: by knocking (variant with only 
pickup mounted) or by vibrating string (variant with pickup and string).  Using USB audio 
interface Focusrite Forte and Cubase software both signal – from pickup and from piezo - 
were recorded. Different options of planks configuration were tested: knocking and vibrating 
string in second plank without and with string (first plank) in electromagnetic pickup field.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Blind test without string in electromagnetic pickup field shows no signal. That means 
– according to current knowledge – only metal elements vibrations can generate signal. It 
means wood influence on that group instrument only indirect by string-wood-string feedback.  
Figure 2 shows experiments results. We show tree pairs of waveforms. Fist pair (2a) is 
knocking plank with pickup variant and second (2b) same plank with vibrating string. Last 
pair (2c) is bonus witch shows signal generated by normal vibrating string in pickup field 
(first plank [a] without electromagnetic pickup string was induced). Each pair consists of 
brighter signal witch shows electromagnetic pickup signal and darker under it witch control 
first plank vibration via piezo.  
 

 
Figure 2. Recorded signals for knocking (a), vibration pickup via string mounted on B plank (b) and normal 
vibrating string on A plank (c). 
 

In first case (2a) we can see that strong knocking generates small signal on pickup and 
no signal on first plank. In fact, under high waveforms zoom we can see that knocking at 
second plank with pickup generates very small, no significant signal closed by the size to 
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background noise. This phenomenon can be explained by very small impact of 
electromagnetic pickup field.  

In next case (2b) second plank vibrated by string mounted to it, we can see very small 
effects to recorded signal, smaller than that during knocking. It`s important to know that 
vibrations of thin small plank are much bigger that those in solid body guitar because of its 
lower inertia. Greater inertia gives lower vibration. That means influence of electromagnetic 
pickup in real guitar will be much less.  

Interesting thing is when we compare those two cases with normal guitar situation 
(2c). In that case string on first plank (1a) was induced to vibrate. We can see how strong 
signal are induced both, on the piezo and electromagnetic pickup. More detailed comparing 
dB levels ratio shows that recorded signal generated by electromagnetic pickup vibrations are 
below 1% less than signal generated by the string vibrations in electromagnetic pickup field. 
Taking into account that pickup vibrations are much less in real solid body guitars, it can be 
concluded that pickup vibration generated by vibrating strings during play are no significant. 
It means string-wood feedback may show itself only in string vibrations, that can be affected 
by wood.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 

On the grounds of the results, it can be concluded that:  
1. Electromagnetic pickup vibrations during play generates small, no significant signal 

(less than 1%).  
2. String-wood feedback depends only from that how wood can affect string via bridge, 

saddle, frets or air. Not from the solid body vibrations that affect directly to the 
pickup.  
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Streszczenie: Efekt sprzężenia zwrotnego w strunowych, elektrycznych instrumentach 
muzycznych. W pracy przedstawiono wyniki eksperymentu sprawdzających różne możliwości 
sprzężenia zwrotnego między struną a drewnem i jego znaczeniu na finalny sygnał 
przetwornika. Uzyskane wyniki ukazują że sygnał generowany przez przetwornik w całości 
zależy od drgań struny. Drgania przetwornika osadzonego na korpusie są zbyt słabe aby 
mogły wywierać wpływ na sygnał przez niego generowany.   
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